
Tourism Advisory Council Meeting
Tuesday, March 12, 2019

New York State Capitol - Blue Room
Albany, NY

1:00 p.m. – 2:30 p.m.

Webcast address: http://161.11.132.59/tcs/?id=c68b1163-c645-4d35-9c6d-dada0399e9f9

AGENDA

I. Approval of Minutes Cristyne Nicholas

II. Chair’s Report Cristyne Nicholas
A. Meeting Overview
B. Member Updates
C. Tourism Action Day

III. Highlights of Recent and Upcoming I LOVE NY Activities Ross Levi & Team
A. Sales

1. American Bus Association Marketplace
2. New York Times Travel Show

B. International
1. IMTM
2. Holiday World, Aer Lingus Roadshow & ITB
3. International FAM trip

C. Marketing
1. I LOVE NY Bracket
2. WorldPride Ambassadors
3. PR Efforts

D. Research and Program Development
1. Accessibility Tourism Program
2. Senior Tourism

E. Industry Events
1. MANY + NYSTIA conferences

IV. Guest Speakers Mark Dorr, Don Jeffries and Bob Provost
A. NYSHTA
B. NYS DMOs
C. NYSTIA

V. New Business

Next meeting:
Monday, May 20, 2019
11:00 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.
633 3rd Avenue, New York, NY
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CHAIR’S REPORT



TOURISM ACTION DAY
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 New York State welcomed 243.8 million visitors in 2017

 Visitors generated $67.6 billion in direct spending in 2017 – $14 billion more than 2011

 Tourism is state’s third-largest private sector employer, supporting 938,800 jobs in 2017

 New York State tourism generated $8.5 billion in state and local taxes in 2017

 Provided an average per-household savings of $1,172 in taxes

 Total economic impact of New York State tourism in 2017 was $108.7 billion
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I LOVE NY REPORT:
SALES



ABA MARKETPLACE & NY TIMES TRAVEL SHOW RECAP
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American Bus Association Marketplace New York Times Travel Show
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I LOVE NY REPORT:
INTERNATIONAL
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INTERNATIONAL MEDITERRANEAN TRAVEL MARKETPLACE

 Largest travel trade show in Mediterranean

 20,000+ visitors (trade and consumer)

 ILNY spoke at Welcoming Ceremony attended
by Mayor of Jerusalem, Israeli Ministry of Tourism
officials, Ministers of Tourism from around the
world, press, exhibitors and FAM groups

 I LOVE NY provided with booth space courtesy
of Jerusalem Development Authority

 Generated several leads with operators, agents,
journalists and bloggers



ITB & HOLIDAY WORLD
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Holiday World: January 25-27, Dublin

 933 trade, 41,433 trade + public

Aer Lingus Road Show: February 18-21, Ireland

 “Taste of America” roadshow with Aer Lingus stopping in
Belfast, Dublin, Limerick, Cork

 Engaged with 385 Irish agents

ITB: March 8-10, Berlin

 32 operators, media & airlines reps attended NYS breakfast

 42 trade and media appointments

 Product presentations from I LOVE NY, NYC & Company,
Dutchess County, Visit Niagara, Long Island,
Wine, Water & Wonders, and LEGOLAND



INTERNATIONAL FAM TRIPS
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I LOVE NY UK Ski FAM

 March 6-9

 Hunter Mountain, Villa Vosilla and
Woodbury Common

 8 UK tour operators will ski, shop & tour
lodging facilities

 Operators will become experts on this
package so they can promote & sell it to
their UK clients
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I LOVE NY REPORT:
MARKETING



I LOVE NY BRACKET CHALLENGE
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 March 19 - April 8

 16 attractions face off in four rounds of voting

 Participants vote once per calendar day for
chance to win trip to one of the 16 attractions

 Partnering with JetBlue for flight certificates
and TPAs for hotels & admission tickets

 Paid Social ads on Facebook and Instagram

 Instagram Stories for each round of the Bracket

?



I LOVE NY BRACKET CHALLENGE
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WORLDPRIDE AMBASSADORS
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 Governor launched initiative calling for WorldPride Ambassadors to represent NYS

 Video submission contest encourages New Yorkers to share their New York Pride

 Ambassadors featured in select I LOVE NY WorldPride promotions & considered for
future anti-discrimination campaigns produced by NYS Division of Human Rights

 Ambassadors to join I LOVE NY for the WorldPride March in NYC this June
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I LOVE NY REPORT:
RESEARCH & PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT



ACCESSIBILITY TOURISM PROGRAM
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 Goal to improve information available
about accessible travel in New York State

 Hired Open Doors Organization, a non-
profit specialized in accessibility in travel
and tourism

 ODO performing research on accessibility
market on national level and within
target market

 Developed set of criteria by which to
measure visitor experience for those with
varying abilities at different attractions

 Survey with criteria distributed to 250+
attractions in New York State



SENIOR TOURISM PROGRAM
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 Program passed by the New York State Legislature
to encourage seniors to choose New York State as
their vacation destination

 Collected information on Senior discounts
available at New York State Parks and attractions

 Performing market research to best inform how to
expand currently available information

 Working with state agency partners like Office of
the Aging and Parks, Recreation & Historic
Preservation to promote program
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I LOVE NY REPORT:
INDUSTRY EVENTS



MANY & NYSTIA CONFERENCES
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Museum Association of New York

 When: April 7-9

 Where: Cooperstown

 Theme: Access & Identity

NYS Tourism Industry Association

 When: April 24-26

 Where: Buffalo

 Theme: Inclusion
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FIND WHAT YOU LOVE



NYSDMO: Collaborative Approach to Destination
Marketing

Tourism Advisory Council Meeting

March 12, 2019



NYSDMO: Who We Are

• Comprised of destination and
marketing executives who promote
tourism and visitor experiences
throughout New York State

• 19 members across New York State





Work & Mission

• Collaboration is key

• NYSDMO partners on
meetings and convention
sales/promotion, group
tour and sports markets

• Focus on advocacy and
engaging members in
tourism industry issues



NYSDMO Advocacy Efforts

• Advocates for destination development and work with
members to communicate information on key issues
affecting the tourism and hospitality industry.

• NYSDMO works with local/state lawmakers on tourism-
related issues:

• Tourism matching grants, Market NY grant funding, film credits,
etc.

• Focus on advocating for New York State as a whole.

• Regularly collaborate with I LOVE NY in marketing efforts,
familiarization tours and more.

• Work with state agencies on industry-specific issues.



NYSDMO National/Regional Representation



NYSDMO Collaboration: Tourism
• Hosted breakfast at the American Bus

Association

• Theme of the event was the “Summer of
Love,” menu was Taste NY themed

• Event attended by more than 400 tour
operators and more than 50
representatives from destinations,
hotels, and attractions across New York
State.

• Based on the success of New York State
DMO’s presence and participation at ABA,
we have plans to continue these types of
collaborations in the future at other
tradeshows and marketplace





NYSDMO Collaboration: Meeting &
Convention Market

• Partnered on several national meeting
and convention sales initiatives

• NYSDMO has represented New York
at national trade shows and
marketplaces, including the
American Society of Association
Executives annual meeting.

• Planning sales missions in national
markets, including Washington DC.

• Will continue to collaborate on
meetings and convention sales efforts
in the national market



NYSDMO: Sports Sales & Marketing

• NYSDMO will have presence
at the annual meeting of the
National Association of
Sports Commissions



NYSDMO as a Resource

• Work to date has made a strong case for the fact that we can be
stronger as a group. Collaboration is key.

• Network of DMOs throughout the state to use as a resource,
share ideas with.

• Work with other industry organizations, including NYSTIA and
NYSHTA.



Collaboration with I Love New York

• NYSDMO will continue to
support Empire State
Development/I Love New
York initiatives

• Through our programs,
NYSDMO promotes New
York State while
complementing the
work of I Love New
York.



Thank you!





Attributes of a Winning
Vision/Mission:

• Aspirational

• Inspirational

• Motivational

Triggers excitement,

engagement and awe.



NYSTIA strives to increase and enhance

economic growth, employment, quality of life and pride of place
by realizing the potential of New York’s tourism industry

and facilitating the success of NYSTIA members.



Vision:
WORLD CLASS INDUSTRY LEADERSHIP!

New York State Tourism Leads the World,
NYSTIA Members Lead New York’s Tourism Industry.



Objectives: define your destination
State quantifiable goals & outcomes

• Sales, market position, brand recognition

Strategies: route the trip
Initiatives that will advance you to goals

Tactical Implementation: details
Day-to-day actualization of the initiatives

• Detailed and budgeted, outcomes defined

Evaluation & Dynamics: hindsight
Assess plan progress and relevancy, adjust

The Marketing Plan



NYSTIA must set the standard for BEST PRACTICE
in everything it does.

Embrace evolutionary change:
Developing a culture of constant learning and constructive change...

…while creating an environment that
“celebrates success and acknowledges individual achievement.”



Creating, promoting and managing
opportunities for cooperative relationships and partnerships

that will drive success for NYSTIA members;



Raising consumer awareness, appreciation and utilization
of travel and vacation opportunities in New York State,

especially those offered by NYSTIA members;



Enhancing the knowledge, talent, skills and careers
of New York State’s tourism professionals

and the efficacy of its tourism industry in general.



Collaboratively developing and advocating for
government policies and programs

that will strengthen the tourism industry
and benefit New York State;



1.2 BILLION
Media Impressions

Abroad

3.4 MILLION
Consumer

Engagements

NYSTIA * Market NY * BrandUSA
28 Partners Across New York State

Market NY Grant $375,000
BrandUSA Match 3:1



MARKET NY Grant AB428: $375,000
Room Nights Booked: 10,452
Lodging Sales: $1,453,450
Initial ROI: $3.88
Food Service: $1,202,855
Local Transportation: $952,260
Retail Spending: $902,141
Recreation: $501,190
Total Extended Sales: $5,011,897
Total ROI: $13.37



• NYSTIA Marketing Co-op:
AAA: Ph/DE/MD/DC/New

England/NJ/NYC/LI

AARP: Mid-Atlantic 50 to 59

Hearst Women’s Travel Group:
11 states, 2 million households.

Digital/Print & Digital Integration

!5,000+ unique leads

• NYSTIA Travel Show Co-op:
44 registered partners for 17

travel show events in 2019



The Visitor Economy Includes Many Stakeholders
Your formula for success should address the resident, business and civic communities;

domestic and international multi-cultural consumers; destination marketing and management partnerships.



Expand marketing programs to integrate collaborative member objectives...
“bundled” consumer experiences/itineraries

non-traditional partnerships and opportunities



Robust partnership and coordination with I LOVE NY,
ensuring complementary and synergistic programs and activities

and maximizing success for NYSTIA members and New York’s tourism industry.

• Expanded travel show program and enhanced travel show technology.
• Greater engagement of the earned media opportunities, travel journalists.

• Increased strategic partnership with relevant state agencies, statewide associations.
• Improved media/member engagement, customizing co-ops to match member needs.



Utilize high tech and high touch as appropriate
to facilitate professional development.

Distance learning, webinar and social media based curriculum/briefings
Higher Ed partnership with professional certification & internships

Roadshow seminars and networking for personal contact
* All preceded by member input/needs identification *



Expand the tactical planning horizon…

…to ensure progress towards long term goals.

Shape the future or the future will shape you!



Thank you



Tourism Advisory Council Meeting Minutes
“Draft – Subject to Board Approval”

Date: Thursday, January 24, 2019
Location: 633 3rd Ave, New York, NY
Attendance:
TAC Members
Cristyne Nicholas, Katherine Nicholls, Elinor Tatum
Phone: Spike Herzig, Ali Sirota, Thurman Thomas, Thomas Mulroy, Dan Fuller

ESD / NYS Staff
Ross Levi, Executive Director of Tourism; Kelly Garofalo-Wilkins, Project Manager Tourism Marketing & Partnerships;
Anna Pakman, VP Digital Marketing; Sara Emmert, Director of Special Tourism Initiatives; Shenique Coston, VP
Experiential Marketing; Danae Jones-Persip, Public Information Specialist 1
Phone: Kelly Baquerizo, Director Market New York & Matching Funds

TAC Guests
Chris Heywood, NYC & Company; David Correa, NYC Pride/Heritage of Pride; Randy Bourscheidt, NY Public Library;
Natasha Caputo, Visit Westchester; Tamara Murray, Emerson Resort & Spa; Rick Remsnyder, Ulster County; Matt Steen,
Emerson Resort & Spa; Tom Martinelli; Amtrak by Rail; Kristen Hanifan, Lake George Chamber of Commerce; Jill
Luciano-Simpson, Southwest Airlines; Bob Provost, NYSTIA; Greg Marshall, Visit Rochester; Dave King, One World
Observatory; Matt Colbert, United Airlines
Phone: Mark Dorr, NYSHTA; Helen Ames, Finn Partners; Ron Ofner, Adirondack Regional Tourism Council; Corey Fram,
Visit Thousand Islands

Meeting called to order: 11:06 AM

I. Approval of minutes – Cristyne Nicholas
• Motion to approve by Katherine Nicholls
• Minutes approved with a second by Elinor Tatum

II. Chairman’s Report – Cristyne Nicholas
A. Meeting Overview

• Welcome, everyone, and Happy New Year!
• We’ll start today as we usually do with a report from Ross Levi, followed by an update from Kelly Baquerizo,

Director of the Market New York Grant Program, on the Market New York Round 8 Awards, which were
announced just prior to the holiday break.

• Afterwards, we’ll hear from our two guest speakers, David Correa from Heritage of Pride and Chris Heywood
from NYC & Company who will be telling us about their respective plans for WorldPride and how they have
been marketing the event to both domestic and international travelers. Finally, Ross will jump back in to give
us the most recent updates on ILNY’s WorldPride efforts.

• Before we jump in, I have two items for my report.
B. New Member Updates

• First, we have a new statutory member of the TAC committee, Senator Jose Serrano. Senator Serrano was
elected as the Chair of the Senate Cultural Affairs, Tourism, Parks and Recreation Committee last November.
Ross and I are currently in the process of setting up a meeting with the Senator to brief him on all things travel
and tourism.

C. 2019 State of the State
• Second, Governor Cuomo’s 2019 State of the State was on Tuesday, January 15.
• As many of you know, this is when the Governor outlines his 2019 agenda. As in years past, the Governor

emphasized the importance of tourism to the state’s economy and the returns the state is seeing from its
investment in the industry. The governor is committed to continuing the state’s investment in tourism and has
proposed the following related to tourism:

o Investing $150 billion in infrastructure projects over the next 5 years.
 This will build on the existing $170 billion-dollar commitment from his first two terms for

renovations of our airports, railroads, parks, fairgrounds, and conference centers.
o A $750 million investment for Round 9 of the Regional Economic Development Council Awards with a

proposed $15 million of that allocated for Market New York
o Building a world-class sports complex in downtown Utica, the Nexus Center.

 The facility will host ice hockey, box lacrosse, soccer, and other field sports. It will focus on
attracting out-of-town tournament participants year-round, while also catering to local athletes
looking for practice and training space.



o Continuing to invest in tourism across the state by maintaining an investment of $59 million for the
promotion of tourism through I LOVE NY programs.

 To build off the success of the governor’s airport initiative and drive travel through our
recently upgraded airports, a new promotional campaign will showcase regional attractions
and destinations. Through paid and owned media, the campaign will highlight tourism assets
as well as the ease of travel through the newly modernized airports and transportation hubs.

o Increasing year-round tourism for upstate NY through world-class attractions at our state mountains
and Olympic facilities

 Last year, Governor Cuomo committed $50 million in capital to continue improvements at our
Olympic facilities and Whiteface, Gore, and Belleayre Mountains, which make New York
more competitive for winter recreation & large sporting events. Still, our mountains and
facilities face the challenge of aging infrastructure, outdated technology, and out-of-state
competition. To further advance our position as a global sports center and tourism
destination, Governor Cuomo proposes that the State support revitalizing facilities, making
critical infrastructure improvements, and adding year-round attractions at our Olympic
facilities and ski resorts.

o Continuing the revitalization of the NYS Fairgrounds to make it a year-round destination
o Making New York State a premiere Eco-Tourism Destination

 The proposal will aim to deliver a superior visitor experience on all New York State lands
open to the public for recreational purposes, promote the state’s world-class public and
private offerings to travelers interested in outdoor tourism, and strive to develop sustainable
practices which protect the recreation experience and natural resources while building
capacity within the communities to accommodate visitors.

 To complement the Governor’s Empire State Trail, a sister water trail will be developed,
linking over 1700 miles of navigable State waterways together with consistent branding and
website development.

 New York will also increase promotion of the world class fishing opportunities by launching a
Governor’s Fishing Challenge competition.

 New York will also invest in safe and environmentally-friendly transportation options,
launching electric shuttle systems and installing additional electric vehicle charging stations
for visitors in heavily traveled areas and popular State-owned destinations.

o Expanding Parks & the Empire State Trail in the Hudson Valley
• It’s clear the Governor has and continues to make tourism a priority in his agenda, and we thank him for his

continued commitment.
• That is all for me – are there any questions?

III. Executive Director Report – Ross Levi & Danae Jones
A. Winter Marketing

• As of January 1, we have two winter commercials on air.
• Keeping with this year’s campaign, one of the commercials is anthemic in nature featuring world-class winter

activities like skiing on Whiteface, snowmobiling, and visiting museums like the Strong and Dia:Beacon. The
second is more emotional and conveys creating family memories by finding what you love in NYS, which our
research tells us is the most important driver for tourism.

• Per usual, our commercials will be on air in our 5-hour driving radius target market until March. The ski slopes
tell us that spring is becoming more and more important; snowmaking has gotten to such a technological level
that people can continue to ski into March and April when the weather is a bit warmer. I think there has been
a historic level of investment in snowmaking at the New York slopes. As such, many ski mountains are
extending their seasons, and we aim to continue be on air through that time to encourage spring skiing.

• Video presentation
B. . Industry Activities & Activations

• As we’ve started making a habit in these meetings, I would like to give an update on the industry events and
activations we have participated in: both past and present.

• I finished 2018 with some travel to two industry events across the state.
o Sullivan County Annual Meeting on December 6 in Hurleyville where I addressed and spoke with

tourism stakeholders about the importance of tourism in NYS and Sullivan County.
o During my visit to the Catskills, I was able to do a hardhat tour of the new Kartrite Resort & Indoor

Waterpark, which is slated to open this year in Monticello. It's a full resort with laser tag in the
basement and bowling alleys and three restaurants onsite. It is just down the street from Resorts
World Casino.

o On November 29, I attended the NYS DMO Annual meeting in NYC. You’ve heard me mention
attending several of these meetings in my time as ED, but we continue to make an effort to participate
to ensure the line of communication with our local & regional DMOs is open.



o Important note from that meeting is NYSDMO Association named a new president, Don Jeffries CEO
& President of Visit Rochester. He will remain president through 2020.

• I have two very important trade shows coming up:
o I will be attending the American Bus Association Annual Marketing place on January 28 in Louisville,

KY. ILNY has not had a representative attend in several years, and we are very glad to be speaking
with those involved in the group bus market again. While there, I will have the opportunity to give an
overview of the variety of experiences and events across our 11 vacation regions as well as introduce
the talent at the NYSDMO sponsored breakfast. Most importantly, our presence there will give us a
chance to connect with the motor coach industry.

o In mid-February, a few members of the ILNY team will be attending the International Mediterranean
Tourism Market (IMTM) show as part of the Governor announced Global Path Through History
partnership with the Israeli Ministry of Tourism. The goal of this program is to jointly promote
cultural/historic destinations in the other's market. ILNY staff will have booth space at the tradeshow
as well as a speaking opportunity at the Welcome Reception.

C. New York Times Travel Show – Danae Jones-Persip
• The show will be this coming weekend, Jan 25-26 at the Javits Center
• This particular show offers the opportunity to connect with thousands of industry professionals as well as

consumers throughout the 3-day event
• This is the first year I LOVE NEW YORK is an official sponsor & will have a cohesive branded aisle
• Our sponsorship includes several opportunities for elevated ILNY branded exposure including:

o Logo inclusion on the seminar stage, registration & directional signage, and on the official show bags
o A full-page color ad in the New York Times Magazine, a quarter page co-branded ad in the New York

Times newspaper, and a banner ad and logo placement on the New York Times travel show website.
• ILNY and some of our partners will be participating in several speaking engagements

o Ross will be a part of the “Focus on the USA” panel along with Visit California and Visit North
Carolina to discuss new trends and developments in the travel industry as well as promote the best
experiences and must-see areas in their own markets.

o Ross will also be promoting LGBTQ travel in NYS at the LGBTQ Travel presentation and through a
Facebook Live interview with Man About World

o LEGOLAND NYS will be presenting an interactive activity for children while adults learn about travel
in NYS

o Ithaca is Foodies will present on a culinary journey across NYS featuring our unique food and
beverages

o Metro North will discuss how to get around NYS and Connecticut using the metro north rail
o And finally, Ross will be doing an interview with Family Travel Radio podcast

• I’m happy to share we have the most partners to date with 19 NYS partners participating including.
• You can see a rendering of what the aisle will look like on the screen. We will have 4 heart archways

scattered throughout the aisle—each representing a different season & activities you can do during that time.
• One of the primary reasons we do the sponsorship is to make sure we have a great presence on the floor.

That's how we were able to have a unified aisle and good placement.

IV. Tourism Funding Programs Update – Kelly Baquerizo
• The Regional Economic Development Councils (REDCs) were established in 2011 by Governor Cuomo as a

new mechanism of doing economic development focused on bottom up instead of top down economic
development planning.

• There are ten economic development regions, which are a little bit different from the eleven tourism regions
you may be used to. And each of these are made up of the REDCs. Those REDCs are then made up of
business leaders, academics, elected officials and many of the councils have specific tourism work groups.

• The CFA, otherwise known as the Consolidated Funding Application, is one online application that allows
applicants to apply for multiple streams of state economic development monies through one process.

• This year's awards were announced December 18, 2018 and, collectively, over $750 million in state
resources were made available to support the economic development priorities across the state.

• Market New York is one of the thirty available grant programs and is a subset of the overall CFA. It was
started specifically to strengthen tourism and to attract visitors to New York State through the promotion of
destinations, attractions and special events. Funding through the Market New York program is available for
marketing projects, capital projects and special events—including meetings, conventions, conferences,
festivals, agritourism, craft beverage events at competitions, and consumer and industry trade shows.

• Initially when Market New York started seven years ago, just $3 million was available. It has since grown to
$15 million for each round, collectively awarding $80.5 million up to the most recent round of REDC funding.

• The $15 million awarded this past December went to 61 tourism projects throughout the state. There were
close to 200 applicants, indicating that there is still a continued interest and need for this funding program.
Those 61 projects were broken down into:

o Close to $7 million for marketing projects for 46 different regional recipients



o Close to $8 million to capital projects for 14 different recipients
o Up to $1.4 million to support the 2019 WorldPride/Stonewall 50 special events
o Up to $1.7 million to support agritourism and craft beverage projects

• We pulled out a few of the tourism projects that received funding during this last round to give you an idea of
what was awarded:

o The World Surf League is coming to Long Island.
o the Hudson Valley E-Sports Invitational and Expo is coming to the Capital Region. This is a huge

gaming competition that has just become very popular. I'm told is going to be featured on ESPN.
o The Corning Museum of Glass is going to be expanding their Make Your Own Glass exhibit.
o There's going to be a unique craft brewing event called Hopsego in the Mohawk Valley region.

• A full list of the Market New York awards and all other awards can be found on the Governor's Regional
Council site (www.regionalcouncils.ny.gov).

• It’s important to note that the $15 million for Market New York is only one small piece of the REDC projects
that influence tourism. Over $176.4 million for 260 projects were also granted to substantial tourism related
projects.

• MR. LEVI: Thank you, Kelly. I want to emphasize that tourism has become more and more prominent in the
REDC process. We had a little chunk from Market New York and then that grew. This year, I was so
impressed with the opening video that provided a tourism example for almost every region. We are New
York's third largest industry, so it makes sense if you're going to talk about economic development to
prominently feature tourism. I wanted to show you that video now.

• Video presentation
• As you can see, those tourism related projects for each region run the gamete from infrastructure to

attractions. It was very satisfying to the presence and impact we're having in all the State's economic
development work.

V. Guest Speakers –NYC Pride/Heritage of Pride & NYC & Company
A. WorldPride 2019 – David Correa

• Heritage of Pride has a big year ahead of us, and I’m excited to give you a brief overview of who we are and
what we have planned.

• NYC Pride is the 501C3 nonprofit behind all the official Pride events in New York in June. We're an
organization made up of hundreds of volunteers, an executive board of fourteen members, two co-chairs, nine
full-time staff members, and seasonal support staff.

• We're planning on producing approximately 25 official events in June, WorldPride being the main event. We
won the bid for WorldPride in 2015.

• WorldPride has taken place since 2000 in places like Jerusalem, London, and Toronto. In 2021 it will move on
to Copenhagen. This is the first WorldPride to take place in the United States. What's extra special about this
WorldPride is that it coincides with the 50th Anniversary of the Stonewall uprising, what most consider as the
jumping off point for the modern-day LGBTQ rights movement.

• We're expecting the world to descend upon us. We were already expecting large numbers for Stonewall 50
and now we've added the WorldPride element. We've been actively working with NYC & Company to help
support and promote the events, and we're seeing a lot of great traction and responses.

• As I mentioned, we’re anticipating about 25 events, many which are historic events. Others are core events,
and of course we will have the events that are required within the WorldPride license: the opening ceremony,
a closing ceremony, and a human rights conference.

• We have broken our events out into pillars:
o World Pillar (Opening Ceremony, Closing Ceremony, and Stonewall 50 Commemoration)
o Core Pillar (The March, Pride Fest street festival, and Pride Island)
o Family Pillar (Family Movie Night and Youth Pride)
o Tastemakers (Pride Luminaries Brunch, OutCinema, Savor Pride)
o Enlighten Pillar (Human Rights Conference, Quilt Project, Game Changers)
o Celebrate Pillar (WorldPride Ball, Teaze, VIP Rooftop Party, Femme Fatale)
o Fit Pillar (Pride Ride and Proud & Fit)
o Canvas Pillar (World Mural Project)

• World Pillar: The Opening Ceremony will take place at the Barclays Center on June 26. This is the official
kickoff to the big weekend. We are looking into some big names to come entertain and welcome the world.
The Closing Ceremony is June 30 in Times Square. We just announced Melissa Etheridge to open our
closing ceremony. The Stonewall 50 Commemoration, or the rally, takes place on June 28, the actual
anniversary of the Stonewall. We will try to host the rally in front of the actual Stonewall Inn.

• Core Pillar: The March will take place on June 30. The exact route is not confirmed yet, but we're working
and planning around the 2018 route. Pride Fest will also take place on June 30th. Pride Island is our three-
day concert series—formerly known as the dance on the pier, which started in 1986. We re-imagined it in
2017 to be a three-day music experience. In 2017, we feature Patti LaBelle and Debra Cox on our Friday
night Legends Nights. Saturday has historically been more of our Brooklyn indie fringe with artists like Tegan



and Sarah. Sunday we've kept as the historic dance on the pier format with DJs and a huge pop diva. We
have plenty of opportunity for employing engagement, and The March tends to be a gateway. The Pride Fest
is a great place for people to commune and recruitment volunteers. Pride Island is about millennial outreach
and grabbing that audience and giving them a safe space.

• Family Pillar: Family movie night is going into its eighth year, and we see about 2,000 attendees. We
typically screen a Disney film and there are performances from local talent, face painting, and games for the
kids. Youth Pride is a newer event which we started in 2017. Target is our founding partner on this event and
it is geared towards kids 13 to 20 years old. It's about creating safe spaces, and you see kids that are 13
having a great time with their parents. We work with the Board of Education to feature kids from around the
City as local talent. We also bring in bigger names so kids know they're important and they should be proud.

• Tastemakers Pillar: The Pride Luminaries Brunch, which will be June 23, is a great place for business
professionals to gather. OutCinema, is a film festival that tries to touch all the various demographics. Last
year we did a film focused on the Puerto Rican LGBTQ experience. Savor Pride is a foodie experience event.

• Enlighten Pillar: Game Changers focuses on the LGBTQ community within the entertainment industry. Last
year we focused specifically on the transgender experience in the entertainment industry and the successes
that they've had there. It was a great panel and discussion hosted at the SBA Theater. The Human Rights
Conference falls within the WorldPride license that we must produce. We tested it last year with a one-day
format, and based off that, we decided to do a two-day format this year. It will be at New York Law School
with a series of panel discussions and keynote speakers. The Human Rights Conference and Game
Changers play nicely together, so we’ve tacked Game Changers onto the end of the Human Rights
Conference as the unofficial keynote speakers. We are working on an AIDS quilt display. We're currently
finding and sourcing locations to feature the quilt. It's an important part of our history and it's important we
remember those members of the community that have passed.

• Celebrate Pillar: We like to have fun and have a lot of party events. We officially decided to make the
WorldPride Ball one of our events, possible on June 7, that will feature and highlight the vogue community,
which has been a place of refuge for so many, especially people of color within the LGBTQ community.

• Canvas Pillar: Being that it's Stonewall 50 in a historic year, we are working with the Lisa Project to create 50
murals around the NYC, including all the boroughs, by June 17. We aim to have a map of the murals by April,
so people can start finding where they are. We are looking to highlight and feature LGBT artists and allies
from around the globe.

• To spread the word, we do a NYC Pride Guide every year. It is the largest LGBTQ pride publication, and
we’ve had great success with it. We've had big names on our Pride Guide: Patti LaBelle, Tituss Burgess,
Laverne Cox. Melissa Etheridge was featured on a special holiday preview edition since she is in our closing
ceremony. We do 100,000 hard copies as well as a digital version. These go with us to various trade shows
around the world. Social media is big for us: Instagram, Facebook, and Twitter. This is how we get the word
out. This is how we make our announcements about talent and new events. We also do an e-newsletter to a
large database, which is how we stay in tune with what people are asking for, what works, what doesn't work.
In 2017, we launched the first ever live broadcast of the NYC Pride March. It was a great success. We
brought it back in 2018, and we're bringing it back in 2019. We work closely with ABC 7 Local, and excited to
potentially extend an extra hour to make sure everybody gets seen. or as many people as possible.

B. NYC & Company – Chris Heywood
• Thank you very much, Cristyne, for having me today and Ross, for inviting us. Fred Dickson sends his

regards. He's in Spain at the couture show promoting LGBTQ and WorldPride at the LGBTQ pavilion.
• Last year, NYC had a record breaking 65.2 million visitors—51.6 million domestic and 13.5 million

international. It was the ninth consecutive year of tourism growth for NYC.
• WorldPride and Stonewall 50 is going to be a huge catalyst to put all of us on the map. From the domestic

and international perspective, the LGBTQ segment represents about ten percent of global visitation to NYC
and represent $211 billion in global consumer spending. It's a market that we should be focused on and
certainly this year is a chance for us to do that.

• The LGBTQ traveler is an experienced and avid visitor. They embrace the destination they travel to, staying
longer and spending more money.

• What we're really trying to do is make it the year of Pride. If you can't come during the WorldPride
celebrations, which we hope people can, we want to encourage people to consider coming to NYC throughout
the year.

• We've got some great exhibits going on in New York—like the Warhol Retrospective at the Whitney through
the end of March—so we're hoping to work with the Stonewall 50 consortium to really highlight the different
events year-round.

• We have been gearing up promotion of WorldPride/Stonewall 50 since 2017 and I want to show you a video
• we had out in the marketplace then.
• Video presentation
• You can see here some of the creative that we've created for the promotions. We've had several activations,

like WorldPride in Madrid. We were there with a double decker bus and, I've never seen so many people in



one place and it was incredible to have NYC there front and center promoting our city. The campaign we were
running was “One World, One Pride, One NYC” featuring different faces of Pride.

• In 2017 we also launched new content on our website at NYCgo.com that expanded on the LGBTQ content
we had and appeals to every segment of that market.

• WorldPride/Stonewall 50 has been integrated into all our messaging to the press. We've had over thirty press
events around the world, reaching over 1,000 local and global media. Fred was just at IPW announcing 2019
as “a monumental year”, which has been our messaging. We want to drive urgency for people to want to
come to NYC during this year. It is such a massive year for New York; a lot of large-scale developments and
openings like Hudson Yards, the Shed, MOMA's expansion, the TWA Hotel at JFK, and the Statute of Liberty
Museum. In fact, I just got us into the New York Times; we were named one of the 52 places to go in 2019
and the reference WorldPride.

• In terms of our other promotion, you can see some of our out-of-home creative on the screen. NYC &
Company controls a lot of out-of-home media across the globe, and we donated some of our media to
Heritage of Pride to help get messaging out. That was valued at about $262,000.

• We are in the current issue of Out There magazine, which is an upscale LGBTQ magazine out of London. It
features a lot of great stories about NYC from all around the city. The insert for the February 2019 Attitude
magazine is featuring 101 things we love about NYC

• In 2018, we did some activations for Pride Island. NYC & Company's marketing team rolled out the first ever
NYC Summer Snow Day. One of our goals is to drive more travel during the first quarter of the year during the
slower periods. This was a strategy to invite some of the LGBTQ people back during that particular time. It
was quite successful.

• Fred Dickson was at Pride Experiences in London, a trade show that really focuses on the luxury segment
and was the keynote speaker at the Sachi Gallery. This is produced by

• Our refreshed LGBTQ creative is taken directly from the heart of the movement—The Stonewall Inn and
Christopher Park in the West Village. That triangle looks like Christopher Park, doesn’t it? As you can see
here, it's all about highlighting that shard of the park and the different facets of Pride and making sure our
identity and campaign is directly inspired by the landscape on which the Stonewall uprising began.

• We also have a manifesto. It's all about what happened in 1969 when the gay club was busted, how people
fought back and what Stonewall meant. It’s about Pride being uncontained and how protests turned to pride
and how NYC took its place in history. Something shattered that night in 1969 and out of the pieces came
something infinitely more beautiful. It's impacts irreversible, the truth undeniable.

• We'll be deploying the creative to welcome visitors during WorldPride month. Some of the creative imagery,
different portraits, aim to communicate the celebratory expression of uncontained pride. There's different
takes on it and our creative team will be looking at these portraits and showcasing the destination in inspiring
ways that feature a call to action.

• In August, we joined forces with our sister city, Amsterdam, to do a joint float featuring the skyline of NYC and
Amsterdam. The Pride float highlighted the identities of Amsterdam and NYC simultaneously. You can see it
here on the screen featuring well-known icons from each city and featuring the theme “Go West” to try to get
people to come.

• We have 2,000 private members of NYC & Company and Fred and our team did a big presentation to teach
them how to cater to this group. Heritage of Pride was there as well and brought a different level of
awareness for how they can get involved and make WorldPride an important promotion.

• Last week we just finished a global media FAM where we welcomed media from key markets around the
world in partnership with United Airlines. We had representatives from Spain, Brazil, Germany, Australia and
Mexico and they got to see a lot of NYC and left very energized.

• Social media is such a big component of this and to have influencer voices starting to create excitement for
the events is really going to help us.

• As you may know, IGLA is also coming to New York April 24-27, 2019. It's the first time NYC will play host to
this International Gay and Lesbian Travel Association convention at the Hilton New York, and we think it's a
tremendous opportunity for us. It's the world's premier educational networking event for LGBTQ tourism
professionals. We have 600 international hosted buyers, suppliers and media expected to attend.

• Pride Experiences is coming to the One Hotel Brooklyn Bridge June 18-20 in conjunction with WorldPride.
• On the corporate level, we're partnering with Virgin Holidays and Virgin Atlantic for an initiative called the

Pride Flight. I have another video I would like to show.
• Video presentation
• This is going to be the first ever LGBTQ flight dedicated solely to travelers and allies. We are collaborating

with the Pride flight to bring in several media celebrities. We will be showcasing NYC and the Pride
celebrations. We want to make sure we position NYC as the most welcoming and inclusive destination among
Virgin Atlantic's network.

• In the end, for us, it’s all about making sure that NYC opens its arms to welcome the world and make sure
that every letter of that LGBTQ+ feel welcome and they know NYC is a place.



C. Statewide WorldPride Events – Ross Levi
• ILNY has some updates regarding WorldPride on a state level.
• We co-hosted a WorldPride press event with Heritage of Pride on January 15. The goal was to promote all

the official events in NYC and events throughout the state to commemorate Stonewall 50 and WorldPride
2019. Instead of a traditional press conference, it was formatted as a sit-down lunch with a “fireside chat” style
panel with me & Chris Frederick. The panel was moderated by Curtis Wong from Huffington Post. Press who
attended included Rolling Stone, NBC News Online, HuffPost, CNN, Billboard, OUT, Travel + Leisure, Slate,
Metrosource, etc. Perhaps the most exciting aspect was that we had a celebrity guest appearance by Billy
Porter. We had our very first hit that very same day with an article in Forbes followed by another the following
day in OUT.

• We’re thrilled to announce some statewide events happening around WorldPride
o Pride on the Beach: June 21-23

 30 events on Long Beach including 2nd Annual Pet Pride Parade in collaboration with Animal
Planet, the Twilight Beach Party, the infamous Concert on the Beach, and the 29th Annual
Pride Parade.

o Pride on the Vines: June 25
 Spectacular tour with tastings, receptions and parties in scenic Long Island Wine Country on

the North Fork. Car-free excursions and hotel packages are available.
o Albany Symphony’s “Speak Out, Justice!”: May 28-June 2 & June 6-9

 The Albany Symphony will present a major national music festival and regional tour of free,
outdoor concerts. The symphony will commission and premiere new works, and feature
additional interactive concerts, workshops, film screenings, and collaborative community
events, including the participation of two of the most celebrated composers in America and
pioneering advocates for gay rights: John Corigliano and David Del Tredici.

o Pride at the Falls: July 5
 Will feature a free concert by the Buffalo Philharmonic Orchestra, with fireworks and the Falls

lit in rainbow colors.
o Chautauqua Institution’s Conversation with Bishop Gene Robinson: July 2, 2019

 Special conversation on the building of America’s LGBTQ community through major events
including Stonewall, the AIDS crisis and marriage equality led by Chautauqua’s Vice
President of Religion, the Rt. Rev. Gene Robinson, who made worldwide headlines when he
was named the Episcopal church's first openly gay bishop. Event will be part of Chautauqua’s
weeklong examination of “Uncommon Ground: Communities Working Toward Solutions.”

• We plan on announcing these events in an email newsletter campaign to those folks that gave us their
information at our pride activations. We’ll roll those out as they happen.

• Finally, want to remind everyone of our ongoing advertising campaign. We have print ads and custom content
articles in major LGBT publications. In fact, we just published one in PASSPORT magazine. We also
currently have digital ads on major travel websites, LGBT related websites, and on our social platforms

• CHAIR NICHOLAS:This is fantastic. Very nice. New York State is certainly lucky to have all of you working
together: city, state, and Heritage of Pride. We're going to open for questions. I'm going to start off with one
quick question. Knowing where Stonewall Inn is, it's a very tight area, and if that's where you're doing your
start, how are you planning on dealing with crowds? Is there any opportunity for it to be televised for people
that may not be able to get down into that small space?

• MR. CORREA: The event near the Stonewall Inn is specifically for the rally, which we haven't seen huge
numbers for. We used to host the rally for several years on the pier, but it became over produced as opposed
to a grass roots effort. In 2017 we changed the format and now its speakers from in and around the
community that come to celebrate and to say we're here and we're honoring this day. Last year I think we saw
maybe 500 max.

• MS. TATUM: Do you mean the day of the march?
• CHAIR NICHOLAS: No, I mean the rally because it seems like the kickoff is at Stonewall.
• MR. CORREA: The kickoff is at Barclay Center.
• CHAIR NICHOLAS: Okay.
• MS. TATUM: Do you think the commemoration of the 50th anniversary is going to be a bigger deal than it

would be normally with more people in that small area?
• MR. CORREA: We haven’t seen more than 500-1000 people for the rally in past years. We do take over that

whole street and strip in the park.
• CHAIR NICHOLAS: It's such an important event, and I think that's where the important speeches are going to

be made to bring it back to Stonewall, so if there is anything we can do to help—perhaps getting television
stations to air it live—I think that would be terrific.

• MS. TATUM: ABC is covering the march, right?
• MR. CORREA: ABC is doing the march.



• MS. TATUM: Maybe the Stonewall rally can be pitched to New York One, which is owned by Charter and can
be broadcast statewide? I also wanted to ask about the attendance numbers for the Human Rights
Conference, which seemed low—just 500-700?

• MR. CORREA: That is a ticketed event and it's earlier in the week. We don't really see travelers coming in,
especially the local travelers, until that Friday. We tested the human rights conference last year and it was a
revolving door of about 200 to 300 people max at any one given time. But there's flexibility and plenty of room
to grow within the current location.

• CHAIR NICHOLAS: Were there any plans to do anything at the UN?
• MR. CORREA: There was a partnership last year with the UN for the human rights conference. We're not

sure if that is continued this year. But I know that there have been conversations.
• CHAIR NICHOLAS:Well, we wish you all the best, and we'll be right there with you for whatever you need.

VI. New Business – Cristyne Nicholas
• CHAIR NICHOLAS: Anyone have new business that we should know about?
• MS. TATUM: Not new business but just a comment about the commercial. It's just so great to see the

diversity in them. You guys have done a phenomenal job.
• CHAIR NICHOLAS: Well, we heard you from one of the earlier TAC meetings and addressed it right away.
• MS. TATUM: The change has been just fantastic, and I've noticed it every single season, especially the

wintertime which is fantastic. It's really made an impact and I just wanted to say it's really appreciated.
• CHAIR NICHOLAS: Our next meeting is going to be March 12 in Albany to coincide with Tourism Action Day.

You serve an extra purpose if you come and attend that meeting because it will also give you an opportunity
to show the importance of tourism to our legislators.

• MALE VOICE: I realize this is focusing on WorldPride, but can you talk a little bit about what your strategy is
to capture people in different parts of the state with two different large-scale festivals happening in different
regions of the state? Those being WorldPride and Woodstock 50?

• MR. LEVI: Any event that is bringing visitors to New York State were excited about. I think the two events
appeal to different demographics, so I’m not sure they will have a lot of overlap, but we’ll be promoting any
opportunity for people to commemorate and celebrate either Woodstock or WorldPride.

• CHAIR NICHOLAS: Okay it sounds like someone on the phone wants to talk.
• MR. NTIM: Yes, Christine. I was wondering if David could share the information he presented with Kelly so

that I can pass it on to the New York City Marriott Hotels.
• CHAIR NICHOLS: Sure. Well, it's 12:30 so we will call the meeting to be adjourned.

Meeting adjourned: 12:32pm

Next meeting:
Tuesday, March 12, 2019
1:00pm - 2:30pm
Albany, NY
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